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What happened 
here today?





You heard from 20 speakers today.



You heard from speakers from every 
continent (except Antarctica).



“intersection of technology and law”



“increasingly 
interdependent 
world”



“universality”

“inclusiveness”

“building bridges”





“The success of the HCCH Conventions has been 
not only because of their ability to facilitate effective 

access to justice for all by simplifying and 
streamlining procedures, but also because of their 

technology-neutrality.”





How do we retool the Convention and dress it up 
for the new world of technology and borderless 

cyberspace?





We asked you:
How does innovation in cross-border 
litigation and civil procedure 
improve civil access to justice and 
contribute to the rule of law?





Only in a transitive sense – more innovation 
means lower cost, and lower cost opens 

avenues to justice for people who lack access 
because courts and attorneys can advocate for 

them more efficiently



The movement to online allows individuals to 
work on their own timetable (within reason) as 

they do not need to do everything during 
traditional business hours.



As access to justice is a fundamental human 
right, States must improve their civil procedures 

in order to help safeguard this right. The first 
step is to sign the Hague Convention on Service. 
Second, to implement a common civil procedure 

to ensure mutual trust and recognition of the 
justice systems of all States and thus give people 
the access to justice they deserve regardless of 

their location.



At present





Reform programme to bring new technology to 
the administration of justice in England and 
Wales, including e-filing, online money claims 

service, online negotiation and e-service.



e-service in South Korea includes posting e-
documents on the system, and notifying the 

addressee of the post of these e-documents. e-
service requires prior registration and 

verification.



Brazil has for more than a decade instituted 
legislative reforms that allow for

- the computerisation of the judicial process
- the use of digital certification

- progressive incorporation of technology innovation 
in the judicial process.



We asked you:
How can domestic civil procedures 
become truly borderless with the use of 
IT and other legal technology? 





Technology that is consent based and which 
allows people to operate in their comfort zone, 

whether online or on paper, is a good step. It 
allows people to embrace new technology while 
acknowledging that not all individuals are equally 

technologically adept.





Colombia has legislative reforms that aim to 
optimise the capacity of the judicial system, 
including the digital and e-service of documents. 





One of the greatest concerns of judicial officers 
in the harness of legal tech and e-service is the 

question of security. Two-factor verification 
processes may help.



Tech – present and emerging





Technology that can straddle two planes – the 
cloud and the ground – is a good middle ground 
for the progressive implementation of IT in the 
operation of the HCCH Service Convention. 

Scanning and printing is a good in-between 
solution.





Email, if secured, have strong technical measures 
to ensure authenticity, integrity, and 

confidentiality. These are crucial for e-service.



A common electronic platform for cross border 
transmissions of service requests has several 
advantages, but also several unresolved issues.



DLT and blockchain may improve the operation 
of HCCH Service Convention by increasing 
efficiency, budget-friendliness, accuracy, and 

immutability.





Blockchain may also raise certain issues: the 
scope of application, identification of authorities, 

real-time recording, data protection, and 
undefined legal effect.





Social media is becoming more prevalent – what 
are the advantages and challenges in using social 

media as an e-service platform?





“[Technology] neutrality is a key factor of the 
Conventions’ longevity. It is this neutrality that 
enables HCCH Conventions to embrace new 

developments and new technologies, to pass the test 
of time and to adjust effectively to changing 

environments.”



We asked you:
Are international treaties truly 
technology neutral? 
How can stakeholders in these treaties 
respond to advances in technology?





“[The HCCH Service] Convention needs 
to be interpreted in a modern way.

Stakeholders should be prepared for … innovation.”



“The main adaptation question would be striking a 
balance between maintaining the security that is 

assumed currently and the speed and facility bought 
by new technology.”



Preparing for the future





The HCCH Service Convention must adapt not 
only to work with novel legal tech and IT 

innovation, but also with legal innovation such as 
newer HCCH Conventions.



It is crucial for e-systems to be interoperable 
across jurisdictions. In ensuring interoperability, 

varying legal, budgetary, policy and cultural 
considerations must be considered.





Service is a key issue in international judicial 
cooperation. IT allows for greater efficiency, 

speed and security, which enables greater access 
to justice.



We need a new way of thinking.





How far can we stretch the “postal channel” 
analogy?





How do we leverage technology now while we wait 
for the law to catch up?





How can we best reconcile efficiency, security and 
data protection?

How do we reach consensus on what is “secure 
electronic service”?



We asked you:
Which technology will pose the greatest 
challenges to cross border civil procedure? 
Which technology will provide the greatest 
opportunities? Why?





1. Challenge: [Blockchain] Special training for 
officers needed

II. Opportunity: [Email + 5G] Legally compatible 
and fast



1. Challenge: [Blockchain] raises the question of 
security not in terms of immutability but rather 
privacy since all access to data in the chain is 

open.



II Opportunity: 
Technology which allows for all types of 

delocalized living and working.
Technology which allows for secure, guaranteed, 
confirmed communication of documents online, 

with ease.





“Blockchain, once proofed for proper application in 
the legal sphere … seems most secure [as a solution 

for the HCCH Service Convention].”



“Based on discussion, the email and shared 
government regulated platforms look most 

promising [for the HCCH Service Convention] due 
to their nature of follower of traditional post and 

government oversight respectively.”



Our final questions to you:

(pick one to answer please)



1. Which idea was the most impactful today?



2. What is the one action stakeholders should 
take to harness IT for greater civil access to 

justice?



Final questions: (choose one)

1. Which idea was the most impactful today?

2. What is the one action stakeholders should 
take to harness IT for greater civil access to 
justice?



Snowball Fight



What just happened?



Let’s do 
this again 

sometime!
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